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Reserves Policy  
 
Currently, the College holds free reserves, which are defined as unrestricted funds excluding land and 
buildings. Free reserves include cash and other working capital balances.  
 
As part of our strategy to build effective flexible financial reserves we evaluate our need for reserves and 
hold those reserves to ensure that we can deliver services.  
 

• Financial impact of risk- There are a range of risks the charity faces, including the risk of an 
unforeseen drop in income and in the extreme, to political influences which may pose an existential 
threat to the College. Currently, we have disregarded remote risks until the likelihood is more 
predictable; we have decided to focus on risks which can be mitigated by prudent planning.  

 
To ensure that there is no significant disruption to our charitable activities, holding an appropriate level of 
reserves in cash will enable the organisation to respond to unforeseen reductions in income, which we 
determine as a low risk in current circumstances; or additional expenditure such as increases in Teachers` 
pension contributions.  
 

• Working capital- A significant proportion of our reserves are represented by cash, trade debtors 
and stock. We maintain a large proportion of our current assets in cash to reduce dependency on 
borrowing and cut the cost of financing our services, these cash reserves meet day to day liabilities.  
  

Our reserves policy defines the framework we have in place to determine the level of reserves we consider 
to be necessary for our organisation and draws upon guidance provided by the Charity Commissioners` in 
CC19. 
 
Levels of working capital do not vary materially from year to year as a result of stable income levels and fixed 
costs.  
 
As of 31 August 2021, the School held £1,455,791 of free reserves, ie funds which the School could spend 
on any of its charitable purposes (an increase of £193,057 on the previous year).  The target range of 
reserves is £750k - £1.5m, ideally held as cash funds or short term investments rather than a combination 
including stocks and debtors.  This figure would be in addition to restricted funds which cannot be utilised for 
operational expenses. 
 
The School has high fixed costs, mainly due to salaries and premises costs and it would be very difficult to 
react to a significant un-controlled fall in core income.  The cost of paying salaries and associated costs per 
month is in excess of £500k.   A sharp decline in income would most likely result in the School having to 
make redundancies and further operational cost savings.  A reserves figure of £1.7m would provide up to 
three months cover for salaries and expenses and avail time for planning and borrowing/overdraft 
arrangements, should income drop suddenly and unexpectedly.   
 
Current reserves are within the target range and will be reviewed as part of investment planning in 2021/22.   
 
 
Commitments and long-term plans  
 
The Board of the Trustee remain committed to developing the land and buildings which form the entire 
campus and will approve capital projects, from time to time, when funds permit. To ensure the long-term 
viability of the charity we may need to reduce our reserves to fund capital projects, then re-build those 
reserves over several years, from operational surpluses.  Subsequent to the year-end the decision was taken 
to expand the College’s offering through the acquisition of Hessle Mount, a local school covering pre-school 
and early years education.  This arrangement is expected to complete over Summer 2022. 
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